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About This Content

Chickens. For centuries we have oppressed them, grilling, roasting, stewing, and stuffing them in buns. The time has come for
us to pay. Intergalactic chickens are invading Earth, seeking revenge for the oppression of their earthly brethren! This time,

they've teamed up with the Easter bunny and his army of hatchlings, and they're taking over Easter! Dash across the galaxy and
battle against hairy hares and foul fowls in this festive edition of Chicken Invaders: Revenge of the Yolk!
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Bought at half price (\u00a35.99) I got an iconic engine and scenarios for the excellent WLOS route. Good points, visually
impressive with interesting scenarios. Bad points, controls seemed somewhat erratic (but never having driven a real one they
may be realistic) and the sound seemed 'thin'. However, a few hours pleasure for not much money. If you love trains get it . . . if
you prefer killing zombies, best left on the shelf.. So, to start off with, I find this incredibly difficult to get my head around. The
control scheme is... frustrating, to say the least. I have no idea what I am doing, and the first impressions are critical. If there
was a more comprehensive tutorial then it wouldn't be a problem as I can see from the videos just how much potential this has.
So I wont downvote because I am sure that in time this game will be fantastic. I can already tell just how immersive this will be
and just how relaxing it will be. I just need a way to see how to do things easier! Thanks for this release though, a really great
idea!. Pure garbage, even cards are junk for just 0.02 cents.. Shadowgate is just plain
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t and I'll tell you why. I rank this title as the least forgiving out of the whole
bunch and for a couple reasons. It's picky as hell inventory and those damn torches. Shadowgate is basically MacVenture's take
on a point and click fantasy title. Your goal is to defeat a rogue wizard who's abusing his powers for evil, to put it simply.

I didn't find this title as fun as I remotely did with the others. The torches are the timer in this game and there's barely a hint as
to when you'll know when one of them will go out. If you're caught up solving a few puzzles at a time, it's easy to miss the
message that one of your torches is flickering. You'll see the screen begin to pixelate, yes, but for all you know it could be a
reaction from solving a puzzle or what have you.

Then the next thing that happens is the next few steps you make, suddenly you find yourself in darkness and that's a death. So,
my recommendation is to try and keep two torches lit. At least a little shortly before you think the original torch you lit will run
out. This will actually extend the amount of time you'll have but you still have to be cautious.

Then comes the next problem and that is the inventory. A common mechanic in all of these games is that they will require you
to hold on to items you may need to solve particular puzzles or problems with. Once the item is done, just toss it away and some
games like in Deja Vu, they'll have accessible areas where you can discard items permanently. Shadowgate has one too and
that's the flame room with the oil pits. Provided you even have the time to do that but I wouldn't waste too much time.

In Shadowgate's case here, though, I've had moments where I'd be holding on to items I know I would need for later parts of the
game. I reach a room where it'll give me more items I'll need for later on but I cannot have them because the inventory is
stuffed. The inventory is stuffed with items I NEED and it'd be difficult having to drop a few all because this one item hogs up
the weight. I've actually realized that the Cloak item seems to be a hogging item. I don't understand how a fabric draping cloth
can take up so much weight in the inventory but it does because I could only manage to get maybe a couple useful small items in
there, a torch and then that damn cloak.

Besides those things to worry about, the game does get really vague on you. The window to mess around is narrowed simply
because of the torches. You cannot afford to wander and backtrack too much without it dying. Also, torches get wasted by
clicking around too much and I've had a frustrating moment where the game wasn't letting me pick up the wand you get from
the skeletal hand that pops up after you put the rod in it's place so it'd be struck by lightning. I was clicking at it and wasting
torches. Very irritating but that's a thing with old computer games like these is that they require pixel-perfect precision to
accomplish such a small task like taking an item!

Ugh...

I don't recommend this classic because it's, again, the least forgiving in my opinion. Not by the challenges in the game, but by
the game itself in how it functions is what is unforgiving.

I'd go play the remake at least.. pay2win game with unfriendly community
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I wanted so badly to recommend this game. It's got a really cool concept and set up, the world design and music are fantastic,
but there's a few significant drawbacks:

- Really limited interface and front-end options - no option to adjust mouse sensitivity or reverse y-axis
- Movement feels like it's frequently having trouble getting around terrain, even if you don't get completely stuck
- Very short (play through for me was 25 minutes, and I took my time)

Devs, if you're listening, the reviews are full of (mostly) wonderful advice to improve this game. With a little more polish and a
lower price, this would be recommended for sure. Please keep creating because you're so close to making a hit!. A nice little
casual adventure game. The story is quiet obvious but nevertheless, it's exciting. Especially because of the likeable characters.
Humor is on a serious level and does not slip into silly.
The puzzles are usually very easy, so you are also pretty fast.
Since the game costs only 14\u20ac it's worth anyway.
. Good story, though it kinda feels like there is more to it when you reach the end, but I only finished it once, so maybe if I
made other choices I would get more satisfiyng end.. How do I cancel this membership????. I really enjoyed this! It's a very fun
game and I enjoy the uniqueness of the enemy design, how colorful it is, and the randomness of each new map. Would
recommend!. Good. Very good music. Good music + good game = Amazing
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